Scratch
Programming
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One way you can
control your
hummingbird is with
Scratch 2.0! Scratch
is a visual programming
language.

First, connect the
hummingbird to a computer
and supply power. make sure
you have both the usb cable
and the power cable in they're both necessary.

On the
Computer, open
“BirdBrain
Robot Server”.

Here's how!

This window will
appear, letting you
know if your
hummingbird (or
finch!) is connected.
After you’ve made
your choice, your
computer should
open Scratch 2.0.

Click “Open Scratch”

The big open area on
the right is called the
scripts area…any
commands that you
want your robot to do
will wind up here.

To the left
are all the
blocks.
These are the
pieces that
you will
drag out to
the scripts
area. Each
one has a
specific
purpose.

Above the blocks, there are
different menus, or categories.
All of the blocks that are
specific to hummingbird will be
in the:
“More Blocks” category

To test any of these blocks out
(for now), drag them into the
scripts area and click on them.
Drag them back to delete them.

M

if you forget where the
Hummingbird blocks are,
there’s a note to tell you.

All of the hummingbird blocks start with the letters HB…
but they all do something different!

some blocks
control motion, like
HB MOTOR…

the first
number says
which motor
port we’re
talking
about, #1 or
#2.

The second
number sets
the speed,
from 0
(stopped) to
100 (full),
to -100
(reverse
full)

HB Servo…

port number
(1-4)

angle
(0-180)

and hb
vibration
motor!

port
number
(1-2)

speed of
motor
(Intensity of
vibration)
(0-100)

Other blocks
control the intensity
of regular LEDS…

Port number

Change the amount of
red, Green, and BLUE
light to mix a new
color!

Light (0-100)

...Or tricolor leds!

Port number

Green Light
(0-100)

Red Light
(0-100)

Blue Light
(0-100)

a quick cheat sheet:
Red+green = Yellow
Red+Blue = purple
Green + Blue = Teal
Red+Green+Blue =White

Finally, there are the
sensor blocks. These
give you (“return”)
information about the
world around you.

Returns the value of a
light sensor.
(0-100)
For Each sensor block, you
will need to give the port
number
(1-4)

Returns the distance in
centimeters to an
object.

returns the temperature
value in Celsius (c) or
fahrenheit (f).

returns the value of
sound sensor.
(0-100).

Returns the raw analog voltage
reading at the sensor port

Bonus Block:
Lumped in with the HB
blocks, There’s Also a
“SPeak” block, which
will tell the
computer’s speakers
to say whatever you
type!

Returns the value of the
hummingbird's knob.
(0-100)

Beware! If you put in a Long sentence and click it,
the computer won’t stop until it says the whole
thing! And the default sentence is pretty lengthy.
Do you recognize it?

Now, What we want to do is to
write Statements that scratch
will understand. For example, we
could try to tell it:

Both the dark Yellow event blocks
and the light yellow Control blocks
are used to make statements.

“When something gets too close
to the distance sensor, flash the
lights and vibrate the motor.”
But in order to do
that, we need more
than just the sensor
blocks. We’ll also
need the Events and
control blocks.

For this activity, we’ll mostly just
look at two blocks:
“When Space key pressed”
and
“If

Then, Else“

To use this block,
drag it out to the
scripts area and
snap it to an action.

First, there’s the
“When Space Key
Pressed” block. You
can change it from
the space bar to any
key on the keyboard.

The “If
then,
else” block is
a little more
complicated.
It’s like a
little
sentence:
If (some
Condition is
met), then do
this action, or
else do this
other action.

The first action part of the
sentence is pretty simple.
Just snap an action block
(like one that controls a
motor or an led) into the
mouth of the “If
“ Block.

Here’s an example.
When I snap these
two together,
pressing the space
bar will make Led #1
turn to 50.
But what goes in the first
part of the
“If
“ Block?

That’s where we’ll put the
Sensing Blocks…as well
as some green blocks
called Operators.

With the Green
Operator blocks,
we’re going to look
at two symbols you
might remember
from Math class:

9 is less
than 10

< (less than)
> (Greater than)

IF you put in something
false…like that 9 is
MORE than 10, it will
tell you when you
click on it!

3 is More
than 2

We can put Our sensors in
these blanks!
For example, this is saying
“The light hitting our sensor
is less than 50”!

We can Have the
sensor check the
light in the room To do that, we’ll put
our operator inside
the “If
Then,
Else" Block
diamond.

Tip: make sure the number
here matches the port you
have the sensor plugged into!

Is that true or false?
Depends on how bright
the room is!

Now you have this statement:
If The light hitting our
sensor is less than 50, turn
the led to 100!

Does it work? If
nothing changes, try
turning off the
lights in the room
and trying again!

drag the green
block here

but, what if you turn the lights back
on? how do you get the led to turn
off when it's not needed?

this is where
the else
statement
comes in.

We want to
create a
statement that
says: if the
light hitting our
sensor is less
than 50, turn
the led to 100.
otherwise,
turn the led to
zero.

this time, we'll set the
led intensity to zero completely off.

adding the else action is easy - it's
just like adding the first if action.

the else is
the second
part of this
statement.
else applies
when the
first if
condition is
not met.

snap an action block
into the mouth of
the "else."

As it stands, that statement will only
check the room once. tO have it
constantly check, put everything inside
a “Forever” block. the "forever" block
can be found in the control menu.

Let's test it
again! try the
flipping
lights on
and off.

Tip: Snap on a “When Space Key pressed”
at the top to be an on switch!

This is just ONE
example of the type
of things you can
do with scratch!

For more ideas, go to
hummingbirdkit.com

explore Example projects
and get inspired!

Be sure to save your work!

try to notice where you
save your file, and give it
a name that you can find
later.

If you get confused
by anything, you can
always click on the
Help button, a
question mark. Then
click on any part of
scratch you want to
learn more about.

Go to the File menu, and
then click Save. (Save as
if you want to change the
name)

When you select
something after clicking
the help button,
a tip menu on the right
will give you more info!

That should be
enough to get
started! What can you
make your robot do?

